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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional step-profile measurement is carried out with a sinusoidal wavelength-scanning interferometer

where a large scanning width of 41 nm is easily achieved using a superluminescent laser diode of a wide spectral

bandwidth of46 nm. To detect a time-varying interference signal with a short integration time of 118 us, a shutter

function of a two-dimensional CCD image sensor is utilized. A step profile with a step height of 1 um is measured

with an error less than a few nanometers. A Step profile with a step height of 20ドm is also measured with a

scanning width of 23 nm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Single-wavelength interferometers are limited to measurements of smooth and continuous surfaces on which a

change of the optical path difference (OPD) between two measuring points is smaller than a wavelength. To

overco?e this limitation, two-wavelength interferometersト, wavelength-scanning interferometers…, and
dispersive white-light interferometers or white-light channelled spectrum interferometers have been developed.

Among these interferometers, wavelength-scanning interferometers are the most useful and attractive if the

wavelength of the light source can be scanned easily and exactly. Since measurement sensitivity in OPD is higher

as the scanning width of wavelength is larger in wavelength-scanning interferometers, a light source with a large

scanning wid也of wavelength is desirable.

A sinusoidal wavelength-scanning (SWS) light source using a superluminescent laser diode (SLD) was

proposed and one-dimensional step-profile measurements were carried out with a linear CCD image sensor. If
this one-dimensional measurement is extended to two-dimensional measurement with a two-dimensional CCD

image sensor, there are two problems to be solved. The SWS width of 13 nm in the one-dimensional measurement

are not enough to measure an OPD丘om the phase-modulation amplitude Zb with the measurement error less than

a half wavelength. The reason is that signal-noise ratio in two-dimensional CCD image sensors is lower than that

in linear CCD image sensors. The other problem is that a short integration time of a few hundredsドs and a high

rate scan are needed for the detection of the interference signal with a two-dimensional CCD image sensor.

In this paper a SLD with a wide spectral bandwidth of46 nm is used to achieve SWS width of41 nm. A time-

varying phase change of the interference signal due to the SWS contains sinusoidal phase-modulation

amplitude Zb and conventional phase α　To detect accurately the amplitude Zb and the phase α, double sinusoidal

phase-modulating interferometry is used where another sinusoidal phase-modulation is added to the SWS.

Maximum detectable value of Zb is determined by也e ratio of the SWS丘equency to the sinusoidal phase-

modulating frequency. We adjust the SWS width so that maximum measurable value of OPD becomes as large as

possible within the maximum detectable value of Zb. A two-dimensional CCD image sensor is used to make two-

dimensional measurement. Since the interference signal varies with time and the sinusoidal phase-modulation
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frequency is about 1 KHz, a short integration time ofa few hundredsドs is required for the CCD image sensor. We

utilize a shutter function of the CCD image sensor to realize the short integration time and a high rate scan of the

CCD image sensor to obtain a wide measuring region. The interference signals detected with the CCD image

sensor are processed m a personal computer to obtain step-surface profiles.

After the principle of the SWS interferometer is reviewed, signal detection with a two-dimensional CCD

image sensor is explained. In experiments, fundamental characteristics of the interferometer is examined and two-

dimensional step-profile measurements are carried out for two different step heights of 1 |im and 20 Jim.

2. SWS INTERFEROMETER USING A SLD

Figure 1 shows a SWS interferometer using a SLD for two-dimensional step-profile measurement. The output

beam丘om the SLD is collimated with lens LI and incident on di肝action grating Gl. The first-order reflection

from the grating is Fourier transformed with lens L2 to perform a grating spectroscope. A continuous spectrum of

the SLD appears on the focal plane of lens L2 and L3. A central wavelength of the spectrum is九O. Slit SL, put on

the focal plane, transmits a portion of the spectrum. The slit is connected with a magnetic coil of a speaker and

vibrated sinusoidally with an angular斤equency of c恥. The central wavelength of the light passing through the slit

is sinusoidally scanned, and it is expressed by

九(t) - Ao+b cos(a>bt). (1)

The light coming out of the slit is Fourier transformed with lens L3 and incident on grating G2 so that the first-

order reflection from the grating produces a collimated beam whose propagating direction is constant for all of

wavelengths contained in the spectrum of the SLD. The collimated beam becomes an output of a SWS light

source for an interferometer. The intensity of the beam changes with time, and it is denoted by Im(m.

The reference beam is reflected by a reference mirror that is vibrated by peizoelectric transducer PZT with a

wave form of acoscoct to adapt double sinusoidal phase-modulating interferometryl. Denoting an OPD by L and

using the condition of bォXo for approximating a phase of an interference signal, the interference signal is

expressed as

Fig.l SWS interferometer using a SLD for step-profile measurement.
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S(t) - IM(t) 【 A+ B cos(Zcoscoct + Zbcosc恥t + α)】　　　(2)

where A and B are constants, Zc-47ta/九　and

zb-(2nb/X。% ,

α=-(271/九o)L.

By processing signal S(t) with the Fourier transform as has been described in Ref.14, we obtain

中(t) - Zbcosa)bt + α　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5)

Fourier-transform of中(t) provides us values ofZb and α. Since Zcos(i)ct is a carrier signal for O(t) and we use the

Fourier transform, we have a relation of coc-2pc恥where p is an integer. As the value of Zb increases, the region

where丘equency components appear around an integral multiple of cDc/271 becomes wider. Since the width of the

region must be less than (山。/2k, maximum value ofZb is limited to a specified value. When (oc=16恥, value ofZb

must be less than about 6 rad.

We obtain a value of OPD from the value of Zb that is denoted by Lz if the value of proportional constant

2nb仇。 in Eq.(4) is known beforehand. We also obtain a fractional value of OPD from the value of α that is

denoted by La. A value of La is in the range from -Aq/2 to Xq/2 and its measurement accuracy is a few nanometers.

OPD L that represents the absolute distance is given by

L-m九o+La, (6)

and we can obtain integer m by rounding off the following number to an integer if measurement error Jlz in Lz is

smaller than yV2:

me - (Lz - La)/Ao・ (7)

In a SWS interferometer the combination of two measured values of Lz and Laresults in an exact OPD

measurement over several tens of micronmeters with a high accuracy of a few nanometers.

3. SIGNAL DETECTION WITH A CCD IMAGE SENSOR

The斤equencies of fb-帆/2tc and fc-(oc!2rc=16fb are 66.4 Hz and 1062.5 Hz, respectively. Signal S(t) is detected

with a two-dimensional CCD image sensor. Integration time TA of the CCD image sensor is taken to be

Tc/8-l/8fc. ' Since integration time is corresponding to frame period in CCD image sensors not equipped with a

shutter function, the integration time of TA-Tc/8 is very short for the CCD image sensors. If we utilize a shutter

function of CCD image sensors, we can generate a short integration time within a frame period. In order to

detect eight different integrated values of S(t) with respect to one period Tc of signal cos(coct),斤ame period TF is

taken to be equal to nTc+ Tc/8 and interference signal S(t) is integrated during the period of the shutter pulse equal

to TA-TC/8. This timing is shown in Fig.2 in也e case ofn-2. The eight integrated values are detected in order of

time with respect to the signal of cos((oct). The order of time is denoted by number ofQ. The detection of the eight

integrated values are repeated 16 times because of fc-16fb, so that 128 different integrated values of S(t) are

detected at Q-0 to 127with respect to one period of Tb-2rc/cDbduring the interval of 17 TV However 128

integrated values are not arranged in order of time with respect to the signal of cos(O)bt). We must rearrange the

integrated values according to the order indicated by number
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Fig.2　Timing of the integration ofa CCD image sensor.

P-17Q-128xIN[17Q/128] , (8)

where IN【y] means the integer portion ofy. The same detection is repeated 8 times, which provides 128×8 values

of the interference signal sampled at intervals of Tc/8.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Fundamental Characteristics

A SWS interferometer for two-dimensional step-profile measurement, as shown in Fig.l , was constructed.

Central wavelength Xq and spectral bandwidth of the SLD were 830.3 nm and 46 nm, respectively. The width of

the spectrum passing through the slit SL was about 6 nm. Lens 4 and 5 made an image of the object surface on the

CCD image sensor with magnification of 1/2. We used n-2 and Tp-2 ms, and the CCD output the integrated

values丘0m 782×36 elements in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The output of the CCD only丘om

64x32 elements were A-D converted because of the limit of the memory size of the A-D converter. For one

element we obtained 128×8 integrated values whose data length was 8Tb-

A gauge block fixed on a stage was used as an object surface. We gave a displacement to the object by means

ofa micrometer to change the OPD at intervals of about lドm・ Figure 3 shows values ofZb measured for different

values of change AL in OPD. For these measured values a linear line was fitted as shown in Fig.4, and we

determined proportional constant D in the relationship of Zb-DL. This determination of D was repeated and we

obtained the values of D which were distributed between 0.186 rad /[im and 0.188 rad /urn. The average value D

ofO.1 87 and the central wavelength Xq of 830.3 nm provided wavelength-scanning width 2b of41.0 nm. The error

Ed in determination of 1/D was less than 0.03トLm/rad. We measured values ofZb over the measuring region a few

times. Figure 5 shows two kinds of measured values along one horizontal line, where the horizontal axis is the cell

number Ix of the CCD image sensor along a horizontal line. The interval Ax between the two cells on the object

surface was 33.2トtm, and the measuring region along the horizontal line was 33.2×62 jim. Since the object
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Fig.3　Values ofZb measured for different values

ofchange AL in OPD.
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Fig.4　Variations ofZb with time and space.

surface on the horizontal line was an optical flat, values ofZb were expected to be on a straight line- These results

indicate that measurement error zz in Zb caused by temporal and spatial variations was less than 0.02 rad. The

measurement error Elz, which is given by (1/D)ez +Zb」D, is must be less than KqI2 to combine two measured

values ofLz and La. This condition leads to the limitation that the measuring region ofL is less that 55 |im in the

conditions ofD-0. 1 87, 」Z-0.02, and JD-0.03.

4.2. Step-Profile Measurement

We measured a step profile which was made by sticking two gauge blocks of different thickness together.

The measured step profile is shown in Fig.5, where the difference between the two heights of the gauge blocks

was l|J.m in nominal value. Ix and L are the cell numbers of the two-dimensional CCD image sensor along the

horizontal direction and vertical direction, respectively- Intervals Ax and Ay of the measuring points on the object

surface along Ix and Iy were 33.2ドm and 16.6ドm, respectively. Size of the measuring region was 64×32 cells.

Table 1 shows the measured values at some cells along one horizontal line of Iy-15. Exact measured values

cannot be obtained at the cells of Ix-30-41around the boundary of the two gauge blocks, because light is strongly

diffracted on the boundary. At the other cells differences between the value of nic and an integer of its round

Fig.5　Measured result of step-surface profile

with step height of 1 fim.
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Table 1 Measured Values.

Ix Zb(rad) Lz(¥im) α(rad) La(¥xm)

20　　2

24　　2

28

32　　2

36

40　　2

44　　2

48

52　　2

592

656

844

870

898

908

923

13

13

14

14

15

15

15

15

15

83　　2.20　　-0.29 1

96　　2.24　　-0.296

0 1　　2.29　　-0.303

35　　2.61　　-0.345

37

51

m

-1.30　　　0.172

-1.21　　0.160

-1.28　　　0.169

-1.37　　　0.181

-1.46　　　0.193

17.0　13.824

17.2　13.819

17.2　13.812

17.7　14.600

18.3　15.117

18.5　15.105

18.7　15.945

18.7　15.957

18.8　15.969
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Fig.6　Measured result ofLc Fig.7　Measured result of step-surface profile

with step height of20 (lm.

number are within 0.3. When we repeated the measurement, the distribution of m did not changed and the

distribution of La changed within 3 nm. Distribution of Lα is shown in Fig.6 for the measurement whose results

are shown m Table 1. An exact OPD can be obtained with the measurement error in Laofabout a few nanometers.

The measured height of the step between cell 28 and 41 was 1.065 |J.m.

Next we tned to measure a step profile with a step height of 20 トim. If the wavelength-scanning width is still

41 nm, maximum value of Zb becomes 7.5 rad in the relation of Zb(rad)-0.187×L(|im). This value exceeds the

maximum value of 6 rad described in Sec.2. Considering that the condition of Jlz<柑2 had to be satisfied, we
reduced the value of the wavelength-scanning width b. When 2b-23.0 nm, we obtained the relation of

Zb(rad)-0.105×L(pim). Value ofL was 57トIm at Zb-6 rad. The measured step profile with a step width of20ドm

is shown in Fig.7. The measurement errors in Lz and La were the same as in the measurements of the object with

the step height of 1 |im. The measured height of the step was 19.55 1 fi.m.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The SWS light source with the large scanning width of41 nm was easily constructed using the SLD with the wide

spectral bandwidth of 46 nm. This large SWS-width enabled us to make two-dimensional step-profile

measurement. The shutter function of the two-dimensional CCD image sensor was utilized to detect the time-

varying interference signal with the short integration time of 1 18ドs. And the short丘ame time of2 ms was used to

obtain 64×32 measuring points. The characteristics in detection of Zb assured us that the combination of the two

measured values Lz and La were possible over the two-dimensional measuring region. A step profile with step

height of lけm was measured with an error less than a few nanometers. For the measurement ofa step profile with

step height of20ドm, the scanning width was reduced to 23 nm so that the value ofZb was less than 6 rad. This

measurement was also made with an error less than a few nanometers.
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